Introduction to the problem
The problem of the Sakha people's origin has been the subject of research since the Northern cattle-breeders were first mentioned. In the end of the XVII century N. Witsen (Witsen, 2010) , I. Edes (Ivanov, 1978) , foreign travelers, got interested in the Northern cattle-breeders' origin and their linguistic affiliation. They came to the conclusion that the Sakha people's motherland was the Baikal region, the Sakha constituting one people with the Mongols and the Buryats until they were forced out by the latter. Folklore information about the Sakha people's origin was gathered by G.F. Miller (Miller, 1999) and I. Lindenau (Lindenau, 1983) , participants of the II Kamchatka expedition. According to I. Thus, the habitat is one of the key factors in the people's formation. An ethnic group is formed in a particular cultural landscape that is in a geographic environment determining particular features of economic activities and everyday life and also material and spiritual culture traits formed on their basis.
Problem statement
The paper studies the problem of the Sakha people's ethnogenesis, and namely introduces a new approach to it that results from the analysis of ethno-cultural contacts and linkages with related Altai peoples within the frame of an integrated approach to the problem (folklore, archaeology, ethnology, oriental studies).
Methodology
The comparative method is applied to the research. The genesis of main ethnonymic groups of the Sakha people is studied in the course of the analysis of the issues of the origin of major tribal groups of Central Asia and Siberia in the middle ages and in modern times.
Discussion
Appropriate haying lands and pastures were found by the Yakuts in three vast valleys of the Middle Lena, the valleys being Ensieli, Tuimaada, Erkeeni with their forest-steppe landscape. A large part of Yakutia's territory cannot be used for cattle breeding because of its cryosolic landscape. S.I. Nikolaev-Somogotto divides the territory of Yakutia into lands that are good for cattle breeding -'doidu sire' (homeland) -and lands that cannot be used for this -'iurekh basa' (distant rivers). The first type of land resembles the former homeland and is good for pasturing cattle and gathering summer grass. Cattle-breeders had to develop river and taiga lands stubbing up the roots to release them from forests and digging the canals to drain lakes (Nikolaev, 2009 (Alekseev, 1996) . The country of the Guligan tribe belonging to the Tiele people (they are Kurykans in the Orkhon inscriptions), the area of their habitat reached the Polar circle, the territory from which they brought mammoth bones. The researchers also link the Guligan people with Hanghaidesert area, the name being associated by the researchers either with Lake Baikal or with the Gobi (Kiuner, 1961) . It is worth while emphasizing a comparative accuracy of the Ksenofontov, 1977) . These statements argue for the antiquity of the appearance of this tribe in the North and their relation with the Paleoasians.
The Kurykans, the Khori people's ancestors, probably went far to the North, searching for mammoth bones and fur (Okladnikov, 1955) .
Therefore, some finds of iron objects and cattle breeding complex in the archaeological cultures of Yakutia in the early middle ages may indicate the penetration of these cattle breeding groups from the South (Alekseev, 1996) (Rumiantsev, 1962) .
The sources of the XIII century consider the Barga to be the major tribe of the BargudzhinTukum "forest peoples". Moreover, the whole (Kiuner, 1961) .
Ice fishing and taiga kind of horse breeding were their typical activities.
The large Da-Shiwei are considered to be inhabitants of modern South Yakutia. They spoke "incomprehensible" language that was likely to be Tungus (Ibid.). The Da-Shiwei were probably identical with the Dakhan tribe, the Great people.
There were only few horses and cows and lots of 'bayagir', 'iologir') (Tugolukov, 1980) . Some of these Tungus clans turned into the name of the Yakut naslegs and families: 'yugyulaat', 'sortol', 'hatygyn', 'maimaga' (Ivanov, 1982) . Batulin people (Ivanov, 1978; Etnograficheskie materialy, 1978) .
It should be assumed that the most accurate folklore information about the time and place of the Sakha people's ancestors' arrival from the South was collected by the participants of I.
Lindenau's II Kamchatka expedition. According to them, Omogoi Baai, the Sakha people's progenitor, belonged to Bootulu, the strongest clan of those places. The Namtsy and Baiagantai peoples descended from them. They were brought by Densi Tarkhan Tegin, Omogoi's descendant (Lindenau, 1983) . The Balutin people, who were the Khori people's members, were associated with the assimilated Khori-Tumat people (Rumyantsev, 1962 ) and the Naimans (Tsydendambaev, 1972 (Nikolaev, 1958; Tugolukov, 1985) .
Only the Togus people were horse riding among archival "Tumats". The names of the "foot-mobile Yakuts" were Kyryk, Kyrgys, Togus, Yergyuyet, Olesy. They coincide with the names of the Sayano-Altai clans (seoks): kyryk, kyrgyz, tagus, irgit, olyet (Gogolev, 1993) . The Sakha people also include Modut, Tyube, Kebeeyi, Ergit clans which should be associated with the Tumats.
The names of these small clans coincide with the Sayano-Altai seoks: Madan, Tuba, Kobyi, Irgit.
The legendary Vilyuy Tumats are identified with the region's natives -the Dyirikinei people, "tigiileekhsyraiaakhtar" (shield faced) and "tyalbuolbuttar" (those who became the wind).
This evidences the folklore substitution of the (Serdobov, 1971) .
It was a man from the Tumot tribe who gave rise to the Evenk Principality of Ekhe in Manchuria in the XVII century (Melikhov, 1974) . (Serdobov, 1971 (Ksenofontov, 1977) .
This eponym reveals the Tungus ethnonyms -
'lamungkha', 'namunka' -with the meaning "seaside, shore".
The theme of ethnocultural contacts between
the Sakha and Tungus peoples is inexhaustible.
The theory of a Tungus origin of the Sakha people is developed by S.A. Tokarev (1941). A.M. Pevnov claims that the Evens' ancestors experienced the Mongols' linguistic influence on the Middle
Lena, the Mongols gradually forced them out that resulted in their settlement in the north even before the Turks' migration to the Lena (Pevnov, 2015) . In their turn, as noted by E.I. Ubriatova, the Yakuts assimilated the Mongolian speaking population of the Middle Lena (the territory of the present Namsky and Ust'-Aldansky uluses) (Ubriatova, 1985) . The theme of Eveno-Yakut contacts can be continued. Thus, the name of (Zuev, 2002) . According to the legends, Ellei, who gave birth to the "Toyon-Uusa", a Khangalassy people's clan, descended from the Tatar tribe (Ksenofontov, 1977) . (Ksenofontov, 1977) . The
Rashi-ad-
Buryats who appeared on Lake Baikal and were pursued by the "Nuuchcha" wandering people had exactly the same legend (Tugolukov, 1985) .
The Buryat ethnonym was first mentioned in the "airiud-buiruud" combination of the Tatar tribes, who left for the Baikal region forests during the times of the first khans of the Khamag Mongol state (Kozin, 1941) . These were definitely OiratBuryats, who apparently were one people divided into two phratrias in ancient time.
In this regard the folklore data on the tribal belonging of Omogoi, the Sakha people's second ancestor, seem interesting. According to the oral history, he was a brother of Ellei of the "Tataar"
people, who earlier arrived in this region, a rich cattle owner, a lord of the "Byraaskai" tribe (Ksenofontov, 1977) . The Buryats, mentioned in the Sacred legend, could belong to the Oirat tribe. Vasil'ev, 1995; Ushnitskiy, 2003 Ushnitskiy, , 2000 .
In this regard it is necessary to mention that the Ust'-Tal'kinsk archaeological culture has ethno-cultural parallels with the Kimak-Kipchak one in the similarity of a burial rite, the rite being the burial with a horse (Nikolaev, 2004) . It is all the more surprising that the Central Asian Tatars, according to Iu.A. Zuev, were the Eastern branch of the same Kimaks. Ethnocultural parallels are revealed through the symbolic images: reverence of silver-gold, snake-dragon (these are the symbols which the 'usutu-mangun' ethnonym is related with) (Zuev, 2002) . The Central Asian
Tatars' participation in the Kimaks' ethnogenesis is dwelt upon in their genealogical legend (Kumekov, 1972) .
In his time S.M. Akhinzhanov put forward the hypothesis that the 'urankhai' ethnonym was the Kimaks' real name. It is found in the toponyms of Kazakhstan (Akhinzhanov, 1989) . Therefore, it is interesting that the Buir-Nur Tatars' ancient ancestors descended from the South Shiwei, who came from the Ulukhou tribe (Bichurin, 1950; Kiuner, 1961) . Thus, the Ulukhou's ancestors (or, in English transcription, the carriers of the 'urankhai / uryankhai' ethnonym) were the representatives of the tribe known under the name Hee (Kumohee)
in Chinese sources (Kiuner, 1958) . southern Siberia (Gogolev, 1990 (Gogolev, , 1992 . The Yakut choron koumiss cup is typologically close to Scythian boilers (Kisel', 2003) . The
Yakut dwelling (balagan) is genetically close to the remains of the dwellings of the monument in Torgozhak camp of late Karasuk era (Savinov, 1996) . 
Conclusion
The facts mentioned suggest that the Sakha people's origin should be associated with the , хори-туматы, батулинцы, возможно, меркиты и т.д. Ключевые слова: этногенез, саха-якуты, тюркология, монголоведение, этнокультурные контакты, тунгусы-эвенки, буряты, история Прибайкалья, археология. Научная специальность: 07.00.00 -исторические науки.
